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Using Gizmo Drive, users can mount their favorite images, read archives, create virtual drives, encrypt or decrypt their
HD images, and mount password-protected archives, all with a simple mouse click. This application was designed to

offer a great experience for users, while still offering powerful tools that keep users' work safe and secure. With Gizmo
Drive, users can create a virtual drive of any size and format, mount encrypted images, be able to read archives,

encrypt their HD images, or mount password-protected archives, which gives users the ability to use a wide variety of
applications that require that information. Gizmo Drive was designed to offer a great experience for users, while still

providing powerful tools that keep users' data safe and secure. Gizmo Drive Features: Create virtual drives and images
Mount images and encrypted HD images Create ISO images from folders, discs, and ISO files Mount password-protected

images and archives Burn image and discs using Free and commercial applications View and read archives with ease
Protect, lock, and encrypt folders and documents Mount memory drives, such as RAM and hard drive space Support

both 32-bit and 64-bit Windows systems Use with Microsoft Virtual PC Compatible with Windows XP, Vista, and Windows
7 Requirements: Powerful, current-day computer Mount support Gizmo Drive provides 64-bit support, which means it
will work even better if your Windows system is using 64-bit OS. PRODUCT INFORMATION Version: 2.0.0 File Size: 288

Operating Systems: Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1 Most Recommended Free License: Shareware Price: $55 System
requirements: Powerful, current-day computer Gizmo Drive is compatible with Windows XP, Vista, and Windows 7, as

well as 64-bit versions of both 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems. Outstanding software By Enigsu on Apr 15, 2013 All
in all, the Gizmo Drive is a must have application for anyone with an image collection. The software does everything
you need to do, and the concept of having all of your images available at any time is something very important to

many users. It's highly recommended. Great application! By wbeforrest on Apr 15, 2013
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Combining ease of use with advanced functionality, Gizmo Drive provides users with a handy tool for mounting images
to virtual drives, creating ISO archives from folders, encrypting HD images or mounting VHD files. The graphical

interface is intuitive and users can find all the tools they need within the side panel, from the list of virtual drives to the
configuration options. The built-in toolbar offers users full customization power and easy access to features, as you can
change its every aspect (name, placement, effects, etc.) and add it different options and items, including documents,

applications, tasks, web pages and more. Moreover, the included wizard can help you create your own toolbars for
launching applications from within Gizmo Drive. One of the advantages of the application is the high number of virtual

drives it supports. Additionally, a list of all the images you have mounted is available at all times, which comes in
handy if you want to use the same file again. The application provides support for multiple archive images, including
ISO, BIN, CUE, NRG or IMG and can also mount password-protected archives. Additionally, it allows you to mount VHD

files that are used with Microsoft Virtual PC, as well as protect your important files and folders by using passphrase
encrypted HD images. Among other advantages that this application comes with, you can find ISO image creation (the

built-in wizard can help you create ISO images based on the contents of a disc or a folder) and disc burning capabilities.
You can also generate a virtual hard drive out of the system's RAM, which allows quick access to data. Gizmo Drive
Keywords: virtual drive, disc, drive, image, mount, iso Gizmo Drive Full Version Features: Mount virtual image drives

with ease. Create ISO disc images without an ISO burner. Encrypt files or folders using a passphrase. Mount an image
file from a disc. Mount an image file from a folder. Mount disk image files and browse them. Store an archive image in a
virtual drive. Backup an image. Mount an image of the Windows boot sector. Burn an ISO disc image to a disc. Create a

blank virtual drive from RAM. Create a full virtual drive with all the features of an external drive. Unmount a virtual
drive. Rename a virtual drive. Resize virtual drives. Rebuild virtual drives from scratch. Move virtual drives. b7e8fdf5c8
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We all know how nasty virus were, and probably we all had dozens of them in our computer. With nice easy-to-use
interface and a lot of features, Gizmo Drive is a lightweight program that can help you to get rid of them. Thanks to the
tool you can mount many image files to virtual drives, which you can then use to run them or just open them. It will
certainly help you to clean your computer, and it doesn't need a restart. Heaven X For those who want to access their
secret information quickly and easily, Heaven X can be a great solution. It gives you access to your secret information,
like emails, directories, contacts, drafts, images, databases, etc. without touching Windows Registry. It can also be
used to encrypt your HD and select your secret files so they can't be accessed. If you want to use your PC and have
access to the vital data, you should try this application. My Documents The application is specially designed for people
who have multiple user accounts. If you use the same PC and want to manage the data created by other users, you
should try this app. The application will let you edit documents, edit the properties and look them up in the Documents
folder. Moreover, the application will let you read, add, move, delete, or rename files and folders inside the Documents
folder. Startup Disk Creator Create a bootable USB drive or a VHD file Create an ISO or BIN file from folders Create a
DVD from folders Burn ISO files to a CD or DVD Create bootable USB device from ISO file Create an Iso file from folders
Create Bootable USB for Windows Create VHD from folders Create VHD from Iso file Create Bin file from ISO/IMG file
Create VHD from Bin file Create VHD from Iso file Create Bin file from VHD file Barcodes If you like working with
barcodes, you should give Barcodes a try. It's mainly designed for people who have a need to scan/create barcodes,
but it can also be used for other purposes, such as finding information about places. Its feature set includes scanning,
creating from a template, setting barcode parameters, printing barcodes, accessing barcode data, etc. DVD/ CD Backup

What's New in the?

* Virtual Drive Mounter: Gizmo Drive is an excellent virtual drive mounter that lets you mount different disc images,
including ISO, BIN, CUE, NRG or IMG and, to date, it is the most powerful and powerful application of its type that you
can find in the market today, which is why it is also called the virtual drive mounter. * Virtual Drive Launcher: Gizmo
Drive is a virtual drive launcher, which lets you launch the virtual drive functions from the desktop and easily access
multiple functions without having to leave your desktop, which, once again, is another element that makes Gizmo Drive
a comprehensive tool, regardless of what purpose it is being used for. The application has two panels: the primary one,
which has a toolbar at the bottom, and a side menu, and the secondary panel, which contains information and features
about your virtual drives. Gizmo Drive is the best virtual drive mounter and virtual drive launcher and provides users
with a multifunctional and powerful tool, with all the needed features for mounting, unlocking, unlocking passphrase-
encrypted images, hiding/showing virtual drives, generating ISO images, burning images to discs, and many more.
Gizmo Drive is available for Windows operating systems only, for both 32-bit and 64-bit. Features: * Virtual Drive
Mounter: Gizmo Drive provides an excellent virtual drive mounter that lets you mount different disc images, including
ISO, BIN, CUE, NRG or IMG and, to date, it is the most powerful and powerful application of its type that you can find in
the market today, which is why it is also called the virtual drive mounter. * Virtual Drive Launcher: Gizmo Drive is a
virtual drive launcher, which lets you launch the virtual drive functions from the desktop and easily access multiple
functions without having to leave your desktop, which, once again, is another element that makes Gizmo Drive a
comprehensive tool, regardless of what purpose it is being used for. * Virtual Drive Manager: Gizmo Drive provides you
with the ability to manage all of your mounted virtual drives, so you can see their real and original names, creation
dates, sizes, and more. * File Management: Gizmo Drive provides you with some of the tools, such as copying, moving,
moving to a new location, and deleting files from your virtual drive. * Secure Virtual Drive Mounting
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System Requirements:

Playstation 4, 1080p HD Video Output, Multi-Language (English, Japanese, Chinese) Support, HD Audio Output, HD
Remote Controller Included, 4.0GB Internal Storage (Card based), Broadband Internet connection, 1.4 GHz Dual-Core
Processor or faster, OS: Platform: Android 4.3 or newer MULTI-CORE HDMI CONNECTIVITY PC OPTIONS PLAYSTATION 4
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